Aftercamp instructions
The most important function of the aftercamp is of course to pack the camp and the best would be to do that
in a way so the work for the precamp is made as easy as possible. Many things are easier and cheaper to
buy in Copenhagen, therefore it is important to know what is in the barn and what needs to be bought
before the precamp.
Every woman staying for the aftercamp (for at least 3 working days) gets whatever money spent on
transportation refunded, if you bring a car, you can bring it for free on the ferry, if you come for example
from Odense, you get both ways paid
Softdrinks are free plus one bottle of wine/week or a beer/day

Important tasks:

Things to go to Copenhagen:
 all the food, all the spices
 coffee machine!!!
 all wine and alkohol
 broken tent parts
 Food folders
 Economy papers
 paper and similar things

Remember: Make lists of what is left of toilet paper, soap, candles, washing up liquid (consumables
stuff stored in the barn) and bring them to Copenhagen.
For the precamp:
Pack a emergency kitchen toolbox for the precamp with cutlery, plates, cups, toiletpaper, flasks, things for
making coffee and tea (small filter bags), pans, pots,… store it in the freezer close to the back entrance of
the barn.
Also place the red table from the bar so it is easy to get.

Tents:

There are bags for most of the tents. They are in the tools tent or in the barn. Remember to put the right tent
in the right bag. If there is no bag, write directly on the tent, where it can be easily seen.

Kitchen stuff:

All kitchen tools should be packed in clear bags.

Tools:

They should be cleaned and oiled if needed and packed in old tent pieces.

Rubbish:
Check that all rubbish is in closed bags, otherwise it won’t be taken away.

Tools :
Hammer, axes, saves,… remove rust, for example with sandpaper or metal wool. You can get “solarolie” at
the smith to protect the tools, or check the tools tent if there should be any. At the end you can pack the
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tools in old tent parts. “Spade” and “shovel” should also be cleaned and oiled.

How to take down the tents:
Sleeping tent:








Loosen the top rope
Remove pegs of the side, don’t hit on the sides!
Go into the tent and remove the middle polls
Remove the side sticks, start with the sticks in the middle, than the corners and
at last the sticks at the doors
Remove pegs
Fold the tent nicely and put it into the right bag

Funktiontents:




















Remove the side pegs
Remove the side parts, don’t take out the wooden sticks, just role them up
Remove the corner sticks and afterwards the rest
Remove the pegs, start with the corners and move to the middle, only remove the pegs from the small
ropes, don’t touch the big ropes, make sure that you got them all, don’t try to remove pegs by pulling
with the ropes, use a pegs to bang them on each side
The roof hangs down on the middle polls
Release the tope rope, only enough that two women can lift the middle sticks
Remove the elefantfoot the poles stand on, put a rope around the pole to lift it
Secure the pole with three big pegs, on the opposite side the tent goes down
Release the top ropes at the opposite side where the tent is going down, on the same side as the pegs
Every big rope has to be looked after from at least one woman, if the wind allows it one woman can take
two ropes, every rope gets a number, if it is very windy there should be women on both sides of the tent,
if the weather is calm women on the side opposite the tent goes down is enough
The person in charge should be on the corner
Now the ropes can be opened, first on the side it goes down, remove the pegs if there is time for it
The tent needs to be taken down slowly, it needs to go down straight otherwise the polls are broken, this
needs to be controlled by the person in charge
When the tent is down the rest of the pegs can be removed
Now the middle pole needs to be removed
Open the tent parts and spread them out, fold them nicely and put them in the right bag
The ropes are put on a small side stick, the different ropes must be kept separate
The top rope should be put together as well
Keep big and small pegs apart, max 14. pegs in one box, 7 on each side, keep them in wooden or the
grey boxes!

Kitchen- and common tent:

 Loosen the ropes…
Please fill out this procedure at the aftercamp 2006!

The barn
The floor in the barn needs to be cleaned before it is laid out with pallets. The space where the pegs will be
can be left without pallets. Leave enough space in between (40-80 cm) so the tables can be put up. Put two
or three tabletops over each other to make sure they can carry the heavy weight of the things stored on
them. Put two tables in front of each other. Make sure you use bukke of the same height. The small pallets
can go behind the fridges, also the wheels. Try to fill the space under the tables before the table tops are put
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on.
The space at the windows needs to be kept free, so people can go around.
Min height of the barn: 182 cm

The tents is taken down in this order








Childrens tent
Workshop tent
Sleeping tents
Toilet tent
Tools tent
Common tent
Kitchen tent

Daily tasks during the aftercamp











breakfast
dishes
lunch
dishes
dinner
dishes
toilet
clean up the fire places at the beach, pick up cigarette studs and any other dirt
clean up the places where the tents stood
check the stock lists

When not needed anymore these things are moved to the barn:









clean the toilet buckets, only leave 2 or 3
tables and chairs
remove any leftover wood
empty red water buckets
empty bins
bikes
kayaks, surfers, big boat
massage table and any other bits standing around

Towards the end of the aftercamp:







take down outside shower
remove washing up unit, drying thing
check lists and floorplan
return gas bottles
get rid off the paper, bottles
at least 6 women is needed to take the toilet wagon of the red feet!!!

Last day:






clean up toilet wagon
switch off the water at the end of the road
pick up cph stuff from the barn
leave the island clean
get leftover tickets on the ferry
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Suggestion for working plan
Don’t start all the tents, take one and finish one!
 Prepare the barn. Move the tables and pallets to the barn, keep tabletop off the kitchenstuff table, so it is
easier to get the pegs in
 Some of the halfpallets can go behind the fridges, to keep the kayaks from the floor, the wheels can go
there as well
 Move big sailing boat to the barn
 Childrens tent: Pack toys in transparent binbags also pack the toys from the tools tent
 Tools tent: Pack the camping gear, little wooden femø chairs and lifewests, keep some

Note: any broken tentparts and all the drums go to Copenhagen, also the wetsuit if found
Pack stuff
 Green and blue chaircushions whenever they are dry, leave what is needed for rest of the camp
 Chairs can be put away, leave what we need

Note: make notes from what you pack, there are special lists
Take down childrens tent, workshop tent and as many sleeping tents as possible
Move to the barn:
 massage table
 any other tables we don’t need, leave the red table
 football goals, volleyball net and construction
 pegs any other boards lying around
Toolstent
Clean up small tools, leave any hammer plus one axe, working gloves (put similar tools with each other and
count the tools)
Clean up where the tents stood and bring the stones which are lying around on the campground back to the
beach
Empty as many fridges as possible and move them to the barn, fill them up with left over toilet paper, bin
bags, candles, washing up liquid,... they go in the back of the barn between table two and three
Clean toilet bins, only leave 3 toilets
Clean toilet tent and take it down
Move bikes and children wagons in the dark room, sunshades can go as well
Clean up the kitchen, leave what is needed for the rest of the aftercamp

note: start with preparing the stuff needed for the rest of the aftercamp, the coffee machines plus filters
goes to Copenhagen
Kitchen checklist:
 3 plates/person
 2 mugs/person
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2 glases/person
3 sets of cutlery/person
1 medium waterpot
3 small pots
2 medium frying pans
5 metalbowls
various tools and knives (wisk, grater, knives, big spoons,...)
6 washing up bowls

Take down tools tent, move the stuff going to Copenhagen to the kitchen tent, the food can be covered to
stay outside
Take down the kitchen as soon as it is dry
Move kajaks and surfers to the barn
Clean out economie cubboard and move it to the barn
Take down common tent
Take down bivouacs
Outside shower
Washing up unit
Gix the flipping lists
Get rid off rubbish, bottles and paper
Get petrol
Bring back gas bottles
Food boxes, visit people from the island with the food boxes to say thank you
 Gas Knud
 Else Magrethe
 and her neighbour, she owns the road to the back of the barn
 Post woman
 Anybody else who helped the camp over the summer
Clean up toilet wagon
Drop off the last gas bottles
Switch off the water at the end of the road
Pick up cph stuff from the barn
Leave the island clean, so go for a last swim for this summer
Get leftover tickets on the ferry

Vocabulary:

Barneting - kids stuff
Legetøj - toys
Wc spande - toiletbukets
Brandudstyr - fire extinguisher
Småværktøj - small tools
Repkasser - repair kits
Køkkenting - kitchen stuff
Køle- og fryseskabe - fridges and freezers
Lys - candles
Arbejdshandsker - working gloves
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